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PRODUCT PROPERTIES

STILI DI VERTIGO® is an internal coating formulated with 
resins in aqueous emulsion with marble grains of various 
sizes and with quality additives that give the product the 
following characteristics: PLASTICITY - BREATHABILITY - 
ALKALINE STABILITY - EXCELLENT BONDING TO THE 
SUBSTRATE. The special formulation allows for easy 
application of decorative �nishes to achieve incredible 
and diverse aesthetic e�ects. 
STILI DI VERTIGO® can be coloured by the Speedy 
ColorManager tinting system.

IDEAL USES

STILI DI VERTIGO® can be applied on the inner walls of 
masonry, plasterboard, cement-based substrates as well 
as to old organic or mineral based paint and coatings 
provided they are dry and intact. It is particularly suitable 
to be �nished with CHIC®CLASSIC, CHIC®METAL, 
CHIC®FINE, CHIFFON®, ansd TRESOR® products from Di 
Donato.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

SPECIFIC WEIGHT:
1,78 - 1,83 kg/l.

VISCOSITY:
Paste type product.

SPREAD RATE PER COAT:
1 - 1,5 kg/sq m.
It varies according to the condition of the substrate and 
the thickness applied. It may be necessary to determine 
the actual yield with a preliminary test on a speci�c 
substrate.

VOLUME SOLIDS:
82% ± 1%.

GRAIN SIZE:
< 600 micron.

VOC EMISSION LIMITS (VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUN-
DS):
EU limit value of VOC (Directive 2004/42/EC) for these 
products (Cat. A/a; WB): 75 g/l (2007); 30 g/l (2010).
STILI DI VERTIGO® contains a maximum of 30 g/l of VOC.

WAY OF USE

SURFACE PREPARATION:
On new surfaces, make sure, that the wall will be 
completely dry, clean thoroughly removing dust and/or 
any loose material, then apply a coat of PRIMER 
UNIFORMANTE AS.
On Painted surfaces, make sure, that the wall will be 
completely dry, remove any loose material, if necessary, 
restore with a special mortar and apply a coat of PRIMER 
UNIFORMANTE AS.
For internal surfaces: after about 6-8 hours apply one coat 
of FONDO AS with brush or roller.
For external surfaces: after about 6-8 hours apply a coat of 
smoothing primer SILOGRUND® or ACRILHEX® 
SILOSSANICO with brush or roller.

APPLICATION: STILI DI VERTIGO® can be applied and 
patterned with a steel trowel, sea sponge, crescent 
sponge, hard brush or fan style wire brush.
Apply the product with the most suitable tool in order to 
obtain one of the 11 STILI DI VERTIGO® visual texture styles 
or a custom e�ect, following the standards of 
contemporary style.
-Style DEVORÉ: Apply an even layer of STILI DI VERTIGO® 
with the stainless steel trowel. Whilst the product is still 
wet, create the design using the Fill Posè pad, then the 
natural sponge to increase the texture, shaping the design 
with slanting movements. Wait at least 30-45 minutes for 
the product to dry completely and re�ne with a slightly 
moistened stainless steel trowel, ensuring it is always 
clean. When the  STILI DI VERTIGO® is completely dry, 
apply a coat of CHIC®FINE of the colour chosen using the 
perlon yellow roller, then spread the product in the same 
direction as the texture of STILI DI VERTIGO coating using 
the half-moon sponge.
-Style DENIM: Apply an even layer of STILI DI VERTIGO® 
with the stainless steel trowel. Whilst the product is still 
wet, create the design with the Fill Posè pad, using 
staggered horizontal movements. Wait at least 30-45 
minutes for the product to dry completely and re�ne with 
a slightly moistened stainless steel trowel, ensuring it is 
always clean. When the STILI DI VERTIGO® is completely 
dry, apply a coat of CHIC®FINE of the colour chosen using 
the perlon yellow roller, then spread the product in the 
same direction as the texture of STILI DI VERTIGO® coating 
using the half-moon sponge.
-Style FLAMMÉ: Create a series of vertically-arranged 
rectangles on the wall with the masking tape and then 
apply an even layer of STILI DI VERTIGO® with the stainless 
steel trowel. Whilst the product is still wet, create the 
design with the Fill Posè pad using staggered vertical 
movements. Wait at least 30-45 minutes for the product to 
dry completely and re�ne with a slightly moistened 
stainless steel trowel, ensuring it is always clean. When the 

yellow-striped perlon roller, moving in horizontal and 
vertical crisscrosses. Wait at least 30-45 minutes for the 
product to dry completely and re�ne with a slightly 
moistened stainless steel trowel, ensuring it is always 
clean. When the STILI DI VERTIGO® is completely dry, apply 
a coat of CHIC®FINE of the colour chosen using the perlon 
yellow roller, then spread the product in the same 
direction as the texture of STILI DI VERTIGO® coating using 
the half-moon sponge.
-Style NABUK: Apply an even layer of STILI DI VERTIGO® 
with the stainless steel trowel. Whilst the product is still 
wet, create the design using the special nabuk-embossed 
rubber roller in vertical strokes. Wait at least 30-45 
minutes for the product to dry completely and re�ne with 
a slightly moistened stainless steel trowel, ensuring it is 
always clean. When the STILI DI VERTIGO® is completely 
dry, apply a coat of CHIC®FINE of the colour chosen using 
the perlon yellow roller, then spread the product in the 
same direction as the texture of STILI DI VERTIGO®  coating 
using the half-moon sponge.
-Style CRÊPE: Apply an even layer of STILI DI VERTIGO® 
with the stainless steel trowel. Whist the product is still 
wet, create the design by blotting the surface in 
criss-cross movements with the trowel loaded with a 
small amount of product. Wait at least 30-45 minutes for 
the product to dry completely and re�ne with a slightly 
moistened stainless steel trowel, ensuring it is always 
clean. When the STILI DI VERTIGO® is completely dry, apply 
a coat of CHIC®FINE of the colour chosen using the perlon 
yellow roller, then spread the product in the same 
direction as the texture of STILI DI VERTIGO® coating using 
the half-moon sponge.
-Style SPIGATO: Apply an even layer of STILI DI VERTIGO® 
with the stainless steel trowel. Whilst the product is still 
wet, create the design with the Fill Posè pad, using 
staggered vertical movements. Wait at least 30-45 
minutes for the product to dry completely and re�ne with 
a slightly moistened stainless steel trowel, ensuring it is 
always clean. When the STILI DI VERTIGO® is completely 
dry, apply a coat of CHIC®FINE of the colour chosen using 
the perlon yellow roller, then spread the product in the 
same direction as the texture of STILI DI VERTIGO® coating 
using the half-moon sponge.

DRYING AT 20°C AND 65% R.H:
Touch dry after 5-6 hours, completely dry in 
approximately 24 hours. 

TIME BETWEEN COATS:
STILI DI VERTIGO® can be painted over after approximately 
24 hours at +20°C.

DILUTION:
The product is ready for use. If necessary it can be diluted 
with a maximum of 2% water.
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STILI DI VERTIGO® is completely dry, apply a coat of 
CHIC®FINE of the colour chosen using the perlon yellow 
roller, then spread the product in the same direction as the 
texture of STILI DI VERTIGO® coating using the half-moon 
sponge.
-Style LIANE: Apply an even layer of STILI DI VERTIGO® with 
the stainless steel trowel. Whilst the product is still wet, 
create the design using the Liane trowel with wavy sides 
by moving it vertically from top to bottom. Wait at least 
30-45 minutes for the product to dry completely and 
re�ne with a slightly moistened stainless steel trowel, 
ensuring it is always clean. When the STILI DI VERTIGO®  is 
completely dry, apply a coat of CHIC®FINE of the colour 
chosen using the perlon yellow roller, then spread the 
product in the same direction as the texture of STILI DI 
VERTIGO® coating using the half-moon sponge.
-Style OTTOMAN: Create a series of rectangles on the wall 
with the masking tape and then apply an even coat of 
STILI DI VERTIGO® with the stainless steel trowel. Whilst 
the product is still wet, create the design with the 
�ne-tooth comb or the notched spatula following 
staggered vertical and horizontal movements. Wait at 
least 30-45 minutes for the product to dry completely and 
re�ne with a slightly moistened stainless steel trowel, 
ensuring it is always clean. When the STILI DI VERTIGO® is 
completely dry, apply a coat of CHIC®FINE of the colour 
chosen using the perlon yellow roller, then spread the 
product in the same direction as the texture of STILI DI 
VERTIGO® coating using the half-moon sponge.
-Style SHANTUNG: Apply an even layer of STILI DI 
VERTIGO® with the stainless steel trowel. Whilst the 
product is still wet, create the design by applying a 
discontinuous and uneven second coat using the same 
trowel. Wait at least 30-45 minutes for the product to dry 
completely and re�ne with a slightly moistened stainless 
steel trowel, ensuring it is always clean. When the STILI DI 
VERTIGO® is completely dry, apply a coat of CHIC®FINE of 
the colour chosen using the perlon yellow roller, then 
spread the product in the same direction as the texture of 
STILI DI VERTIGO® coating using the half-moon sponge.
-Style JUTA: Apply an even layer of STILI DI VERTIGO® with 
the stainless steel trowel. Whilst the product is still wet, 
create the design using the Fill Posè pad, moving in 
horizontal and vertical crisscrosses. Wait at least 30-45 
minutes for the product to dry completely and re�ne with 
a slightly moistened stainless steel trowel, ensuring it is 
always clean. When the STILI DI VERTIGO® is completely 
dry, apply a coat of CHIC®FINE of the colour chosen using 
the perlon yellow roller, then spread the product in the 
same direction as the texture of STILI DI VERTIGO®  coating 
using the half-moon sponge.
-Style ALCANTARA: Apply an even layer of STILI DI 
VERTIGO® with the stainless steel trowel. Whilst the 
product is still wet, create the design using the special 

ENVIROMENTAL CONDITIONS:
Apply the product when the temperature of both the 
general environment and the support s between +5°C 
and +30°C.

WARNINGS:
It is recommended to apply the product in favorable 
climatic conditions as indicated above. The application of 
the product in unsuitable atmospheric conditions 
negatively a�ects drying times, compromising the 
optimal achievement of aesthetic and performance 
characteristics. Not dried plasters can cause discolouring, 
streaks and the formation of salt e�orescence. After 
application, protect the surfaces from rain and humidity 
for about 48 hours until the product is completely dry.

TOOLS CLEANING:
With water immediately after use.

SALES PACKAGINGS:
8 kg – 24 kg.

AVAILABLE COLOURS:
White. STILI DI VERTIGO® can be colored using the Speedy 
ColorManager S2K tinting system.

CONSERVATION AND STORAGE:
The product will remain in good condition for at least 18 
months if stored in a cool, dry frost free place.

NOTE:
This document has been prepared to the best of our 
scienti�c and technical knowledge.
Di Donato SpA does not assume any responsibility for the 
results obtained when using this product as the 
conditions and methods of application are various and are 
not controlled by us.
We therefore advise that for best results the product is 
pre-tested to assess its suitability for individual speci�c 
cases.
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SURFACE PREPARATION:
On new surfaces, make sure, that the wall will be 
completely dry, clean thoroughly removing dust and/or 
any loose material, then apply a coat of PRIMER 
UNIFORMANTE AS.
On Painted surfaces, make sure, that the wall will be 
completely dry, remove any loose material, if necessary, 
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clean. When the  STILI DI VERTIGO® is completely dry, 
apply a coat of CHIC®FINE of the colour chosen using the 
perlon yellow roller, then spread the product in the same 
direction as the texture of STILI DI VERTIGO coating using 
the half-moon sponge.
-Style DENIM: Apply an even layer of STILI DI VERTIGO® 
with the stainless steel trowel. Whilst the product is still 
wet, create the design with the Fill Posè pad, using 
staggered horizontal movements. Wait at least 30-45 
minutes for the product to dry completely and re�ne with 
a slightly moistened stainless steel trowel, ensuring it is 
always clean. When the STILI DI VERTIGO® is completely 
dry, apply a coat of CHIC®FINE of the colour chosen using 
the perlon yellow roller, then spread the product in the 
same direction as the texture of STILI DI VERTIGO® coating 
using the half-moon sponge.
-Style FLAMMÉ: Create a series of vertically-arranged 
rectangles on the wall with the masking tape and then 
apply an even layer of STILI DI VERTIGO® with the stainless 
steel trowel. Whilst the product is still wet, create the 
design with the Fill Posè pad using staggered vertical 
movements. Wait at least 30-45 minutes for the product to 
dry completely and re�ne with a slightly moistened 
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yellow-striped perlon roller, moving in horizontal and 
vertical crisscrosses. Wait at least 30-45 minutes for the 
product to dry completely and re�ne with a slightly 
moistened stainless steel trowel, ensuring it is always 
clean. When the STILI DI VERTIGO® is completely dry, apply 
a coat of CHIC®FINE of the colour chosen using the perlon 
yellow roller, then spread the product in the same 
direction as the texture of STILI DI VERTIGO® coating using 
the half-moon sponge.
-Style NABUK: Apply an even layer of STILI DI VERTIGO® 
with the stainless steel trowel. Whilst the product is still 
wet, create the design using the special nabuk-embossed 
rubber roller in vertical strokes. Wait at least 30-45 
minutes for the product to dry completely and re�ne with 
a slightly moistened stainless steel trowel, ensuring it is 
always clean. When the STILI DI VERTIGO® is completely 
dry, apply a coat of CHIC®FINE of the colour chosen using 
the perlon yellow roller, then spread the product in the 
same direction as the texture of STILI DI VERTIGO®  coating 
using the half-moon sponge.
-Style CRÊPE: Apply an even layer of STILI DI VERTIGO® 
with the stainless steel trowel. Whist the product is still 
wet, create the design by blotting the surface in 
criss-cross movements with the trowel loaded with a 
small amount of product. Wait at least 30-45 minutes for 
the product to dry completely and re�ne with a slightly 
moistened stainless steel trowel, ensuring it is always 
clean. When the STILI DI VERTIGO® is completely dry, apply 
a coat of CHIC®FINE of the colour chosen using the perlon 
yellow roller, then spread the product in the same 
direction as the texture of STILI DI VERTIGO® coating using 
the half-moon sponge.
-Style SPIGATO: Apply an even layer of STILI DI VERTIGO® 
with the stainless steel trowel. Whilst the product is still 
wet, create the design with the Fill Posè pad, using 
staggered vertical movements. Wait at least 30-45 
minutes for the product to dry completely and re�ne with 
a slightly moistened stainless steel trowel, ensuring it is 
always clean. When the STILI DI VERTIGO® is completely 
dry, apply a coat of CHIC®FINE of the colour chosen using 
the perlon yellow roller, then spread the product in the 
same direction as the texture of STILI DI VERTIGO® coating 
using the half-moon sponge.

DRYING AT 20°C AND 65% R.H:
Touch dry after 5-6 hours, completely dry in 
approximately 24 hours. 

TIME BETWEEN COATS:
STILI DI VERTIGO® can be painted over after approximately 
24 hours at +20°C.

DILUTION:
The product is ready for use. If necessary it can be diluted 
with a maximum of 2% water.
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product is still wet, create the design using the special 
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STILI DI VERTIGO® is completely dry, apply a coat of 
CHIC®FINE of the colour chosen using the perlon yellow 
roller, then spread the product in the same direction as the 
texture of STILI DI VERTIGO® coating using the half-moon 
sponge.
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VERTIGO® coating using the half-moon sponge.
-Style OTTOMAN: Create a series of rectangles on the wall 
with the masking tape and then apply an even coat of 
STILI DI VERTIGO® with the stainless steel trowel. Whilst 
the product is still wet, create the design with the 
�ne-tooth comb or the notched spatula following 
staggered vertical and horizontal movements. Wait at 
least 30-45 minutes for the product to dry completely and 
re�ne with a slightly moistened stainless steel trowel, 
ensuring it is always clean. When the STILI DI VERTIGO® is 
completely dry, apply a coat of CHIC®FINE of the colour 
chosen using the perlon yellow roller, then spread the 
product in the same direction as the texture of STILI DI 
VERTIGO® coating using the half-moon sponge.
-Style SHANTUNG: Apply an even layer of STILI DI 
VERTIGO® with the stainless steel trowel. Whilst the 
product is still wet, create the design by applying a 
discontinuous and uneven second coat using the same 
trowel. Wait at least 30-45 minutes for the product to dry 
completely and re�ne with a slightly moistened stainless 
steel trowel, ensuring it is always clean. When the STILI DI 
VERTIGO® is completely dry, apply a coat of CHIC®FINE of 
the colour chosen using the perlon yellow roller, then 
spread the product in the same direction as the texture of 
STILI DI VERTIGO® coating using the half-moon sponge.
-Style JUTA: Apply an even layer of STILI DI VERTIGO® with 
the stainless steel trowel. Whilst the product is still wet, 
create the design using the Fill Posè pad, moving in 
horizontal and vertical crisscrosses. Wait at least 30-45 
minutes for the product to dry completely and re�ne with 
a slightly moistened stainless steel trowel, ensuring it is 
always clean. When the STILI DI VERTIGO® is completely 
dry, apply a coat of CHIC®FINE of the colour chosen using 
the perlon yellow roller, then spread the product in the 
same direction as the texture of STILI DI VERTIGO®  coating 
using the half-moon sponge.
-Style ALCANTARA: Apply an even layer of STILI DI 
VERTIGO® with the stainless steel trowel. Whilst the 
product is still wet, create the design using the special 

ENVIROMENTAL CONDITIONS:
Apply the product when the temperature of both the 
general environment and the support s between +5°C 
and +30°C.

WARNINGS:
It is recommended to apply the product in favorable 
climatic conditions as indicated above. The application of 
the product in unsuitable atmospheric conditions 
negatively a�ects drying times, compromising the 
optimal achievement of aesthetic and performance 
characteristics. Not dried plasters can cause discolouring, 
streaks and the formation of salt e�orescence. After 
application, protect the surfaces from rain and humidity 
for about 48 hours until the product is completely dry.

TOOLS CLEANING:
With water immediately after use.

SALES PACKAGINGS:
8 kg – 24 kg.

AVAILABLE COLOURS:
White. STILI DI VERTIGO® can be colored using the Speedy 
ColorManager S2K tinting system.

CONSERVATION AND STORAGE:
The product will remain in good condition for at least 18 
months if stored in a cool, dry frost free place.

NOTE:
This document has been prepared to the best of our 
scienti�c and technical knowledge.
Di Donato SpA does not assume any responsibility for the 
results obtained when using this product as the 
conditions and methods of application are various and are 
not controlled by us.
We therefore advise that for best results the product is 
pre-tested to assess its suitability for individual speci�c 
cases.


